PC Congress Hopefuls Interviewed by Cowl

Michael F. Doody and Edward P. Dunphy, candidates for the office of president of the Student Congress for the 1967-68 academic year, have been interviewed by the Cowl.

Following are the answers they gave to a standard set of questions posed by the Cowl:

1. Please state your full name.
   - Michael Francis Doody.
   - Edward Paul Dunphy.

2. Where are you from?
   - Dunphy: Bronx, N.Y.

3. What are you majoring in?
   - Doody: I am a Humanities major in the Arts Honors Program.
   - Dunphy: History.

4. What are your plans after graduation?
   - Doody: After graduation I plan to attend the Medill School of Journalism at Northwestern University in Chicago, Illinois. At Medill I plan to study in Advertising to go on for a career in advertising and/or public relations.
   - Dunphy: After graduation I plan to fulfill my service obligations in the United States Army. Upon discharge I am planning to attend law school.

5. What are your campus and off campus activities and how do they relate to your intentions to run for Student Congress?
   - Doody: Student Faculty Board (66-67), Carillon Club (1, 2, 3), Friars Club (3), Arts and Letters Society (1, 2, 3), Spring Weekend Committee Chairman (Soph yr.), Delta Ep silon Sigma (D. E. S.) (3), D.E.S. Presidential Nominating Committee, Phi Sigma Tau Honor Society, Arts Honors Program (1, 2, 3), Work with National Conference of Christians and Jews (Fresh yr.). This all in addition to my work on the Congress which includes work on the following committees: Social, Legislative, Direct ory, Freshman Week, Speakers Program (Providence Forum). I worked on this committee for two years. This year I was chairman of the Providence Forum. In addition I volunteered to draft the Model Farm Proposal and I initiated the Student Tutorial Program.
   - Dunphy: The best qualifications I would like to feel are: first, I have spent a lot of time helping students that need help, I have worked in M.D. Collins Hall where I was a residence hall assistant. I have also worked at the Providence Record Examining to be a proper and fitting decorum, I have read "The Clube" and "The 12 Points," and the support of the 12 points demonstrated by the recent opinion poll taken by the Congress.

   The idea of a demonstration, according to committee member Joseph Dionne, is in his remarks before the Harkins Hall, originated "about 3:00 in the morning" from a discussion of a Cowl editorial which ended in the phrase, "If we don't, they won't.

   The demonstration began to take definite shape with the printing of a statement of philosophy and a brief announcement which contained a summary of purpose and method.

   Student leaders of all classes attended a meeting Sunday night before the rally at which time the ad hoc committee submitted the plan and purpose of the rally. Representatives from each dormitory floor were asked to volunteer assistance in informing residents of the rally. These floor men visited each room, presenting the printed announcement while emphasizing the importance of maintaining a "proper and fitting decorum," as stated in the announcement.

   Day students were made aware of the rally and demonstration by means of the public address system in the Alumni cafeteria as well as by the printed announcements which were distributed by committee members throughout Monday morning in Alumni.

   In a light snow at 12:30 Mon day, students gathered in front of the Providence College, where representatives of the ad hoc committee, (Continued on Page 9)
The demonstration is hailed as a demonstration in the true sense of the word. Mr. Sullivan has been approached, and has said he will not co-operate. As for the more immediate improvements, it would seem reasonable to expect that another of the "book request surveys" be sent to the faculty, the last one being sent out last spring. (An entire semester has gone by, Mr. Sullivan.) The chairman of the departments should also be instrumental in providing this information.

The initiation of the previously-recommended students' committee would also greatly alleviate the incompetence of the present system.

Finally, the administration, as the source responsible for the bookstore's policies, should consider the problems existing there acute enough to deserve their immediate attention, and at least an attempt at solution.

**Reply Necessary**

Last Monday's student demonstration effected very little by way of concrete results. Many have created an unfortunate false sense of accomplishment for both parties involved. Students are elated that a demonstration took place at all, the administration is relieved that it took no more ugly form than it did, and both seem to be in agreement that the attitude of the college appears to be to those outside the actual problem of student movement would indicate otherwise.

"Empty Symbol"

The demonstration is hailed as a symbol of the students' newly-found political power. As a demonstration it signifies precisely what results if any can be obtained by utilizing abstract symbols. The administration has at last been acknowledged. Afterthoughts of Monday's student movement would indicate otherwise.

"Board Re-Defined"

The difference in the two areas of influence center about the famous Providence College "image" — what the college appears to be to those outside its walls. Concerning the internal business of the college, the administration has already taken steps in re-emphasizing the student's position in relation to itself. A case in point is President Haas' personal re-definition of the college as an "institution of last resort". The main point here is that the college appears to be to those outside its walls. Concerning the "style"? Before the dialogue proposed by President Haas, little or nothing can be done. And it may be assumed that until such time as these same people are no longer students, how much more liberal the tie-less, bearded students the regulations will remain.

Whether or not Providence College is really obligated to those outside itself, and what should be the form, the question of whether or not Providence College, the college imposes its dress regulations, board bans, and similar rules.

The obligation apparently extends to molding college style to fit the standards of those outside its academic environment. And the only way in which the tastes and social standards of these ecclesiastical and lay benefactors can be met is through the administration's dress regulations, board bans, and similar rules. And it may be assumed that until such time as these same people are no longer students, how much more liberal the tie-less, bearded students the regulations will remain.
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Mr. Georgios Pan Piperopoulos, instructor in sociology here, whose writing career began at 12 when he won a composition of Idleness in school, was a member of the varsity City College of New York from where I graduated with honors in the Social Science in 1964. I was given a number of assistantships at that time by many schools but I chose the University of Massachusetts, where I am still enrolled as a graduate student in Sociology. 

Cowl: How long have you been at Providence College? 

Mr. P.: I came to P.C. in January, 1966, and I was involved in the day school, summer school and extension school of Providence College. 

Cowl: What do you like best about America? What do you like the least? 

Mr. P.: That is a hard question to answer. I probably like best the fact that Americans think of themselves as being individualists, and of having established indisputably the three basic freedoms of Democracy: the freedom to speak, to write, and to act. And what I like least is the fact that the main currents of Americanism constantly contradict, censor, and depress the above great attributes of this society (unless, in general, you are a white, Anglo-Saxon Protestant and you were born in a middle-class family; but I understand that things are changing lately: the Catholic and the Greek have started their own Deboutante Dances. 

Cowl: What do you consider your most rewarding experience since coming to U. S.? 

Mr. P.: That is a wrong way to ask a question. I believe in living my life in full and standing up for what I think is right. I think COMING to America was the most rewarding experience. 

Cowl: How would you compare American education to education in Europe? Does Europe place greater emphasis on education and less on social and athletic activities? 

Mr. P.: I attempted to give an answer to this in a column of mine published a while back in the Cowl. The basic difficulty in my evaluation is the fact that I have been away from Europe for the last six years. I was abroad and cut off from all contact with Christmas how much things had changed in my own home town since I graduated from the Gymnasium. In brief, I should say that it is said Higher Education in America has missed the point of EDUCATION altogether. You see, in my opinion, attempting to educate the masses does not mean that you will indoctrinate with an educated public. The great emphasis on graduate education I think supports my statement. As for athletics, well, they were always an intrinsic part of Greek and European education, but for students not just a few. American higher education seems to use sports and athletics—at a very high price—by converting them into sports and games: only a few participate, while the rest just watch and cheer. It’s a problem of pleasure that one derives from American athletics. 

Cowl: How would you compare Providence College with other American colleges you have seen in your lifetime? 

Mr. P.: I attempted to make an answer to this in a column of mine published a while back in the Cowl. The basic difficulty is the fact that I have been away from Europe for the last six years. I was abroad and cut off from all contact with Christmas how much things had changed in my own home town since I graduated from the Gymnasium. In brief, I should say that it is said Higher Education in America has missed the point of EDUCATION altogether. You see, in my opinion, attempting to educate the masses does not mean that you will indoctrinate with what I think is right. I think COMING to America was the most rewarding experience. 

Cowl: As a sociologist, what do you see as the problem plaguing the U. S. student body and faculty that do not particularly make for cosmopolitanism and do not particularly make the student and the faculty to act up to the culture to act up to the student body and faculty that do not particularly make for cosmopolitanism and do not particularly make for a change? 

Mr. P.: The basic problem is the fact that Americans think of themselves as being individualists, and of having established indisputably the three basic freedoms of Democracy.
Letters to the Editor

February 16, 1967

To the Editor:

I would like to commend you on publishing in full Father Leonard’s remarks concerning the freedom of the clergy to speak out on contemporary issues, including Vietnam. As one of a growing number who believe that the controversy was and is the primary moral question in the United States today, I appreciate Father Leonard’s courage in stating his willingness to cooperate with our Rhode Island students to prevent the bombing of North Vietnam.

I too hope that the bombings stop immediately, and that our government vigorously pursue the negotiations offered by the north of the cessation of the bombing.

Student of Providence College

Anthony Vanderhaar, O.P.

To the Editor:

Recently we have seen an increase in student interest concerning various administrative policies and procedures of the Providence faculty. The lay faculty members teach most of the courses, but the academic attitudes and directions are essentially set by the religious faculty. Too many of these men are entirely alien to the world of professional scholarship. Too many are technically incompetent in the subjects they teach. Too many teach from the same notes year in and year out without consideration of the changing needs and interests of the student body.

Too many are lost in a world of moribund ideas, afraid to face discussion and change.

Any improvement in academic attitudes on the Providence College campus will have to start with an improvement in the religious faculty.

Paul Dooher, Rec. Sec.

PC Chess Club

The PC Chess Club will meet the Brown team in the gallery of Brown’s Faunce House on Friday at 8 p.m. The public is invited.

The PC team, composed of Gary John, Charles Fishbein, Robert Santopadre, and Emile Martinez, defeated a four-man team of the Providence Chess Club, 4-0, recently.

Examining produce in an open-air marketplace in Lisbon is one way to broaden one’s knowledge of the ways of the Portuguese people. These girls found exploring the markets of cities around the world a relaxing change from studies undertaken during a semester at sea on Chapman College’s floating campus—now called World Campus Afloat.

Alzada Knickerbocker of Knoxville, Tennessee—in the plain dress—returned from the study-travel semester complete her studies in the spring semester.

Jan Knippers of Lawrenceburg, Tennessee, a graduate of the University of Tennessee, and a former Peace Corps Volunteer, first pursued graduate studies in International Relations and returned a second semester as a teaching assistant in Spanish on the world-circling campus.

Students live and attend regular classes aboard the s.s. RYNDAM, owned by the ECL Shipping Co. of Bremen for which the Holland-America Line acts as general passenger agent. In-port activities are arranged to supplement courses taught aboard ship.

As you read this, the spring semester voyage of discovery is carrying 450 undergraduate and graduate students through the Panama Canal to call at ports in Venezuela, Brazil, Argentina, Nigeria, Senegal, Morocco, Spain, Portugal, The Netherlands, Denmark, and Great Britain, returning to New York May 25.

Next fall World Campus Afloat—Chapman College will take another 500 students around the world from New York to Los Angeles and in the spring, a new student body will journey from Los Angeles to ports on both west and east coasts of South America, in western and northern Europe and as far east as Leningrad before returning to New York.

For a catalog, describing how you can include a semester aboard the RYNDAM in your educational plans, fill in the information below and mail.

THE CROWN, MARCH 1, 1967

Tom Cavanaugh
Jeff Dye
Lou Barbagallo
Ronald Shee
Kevin Byrne
Richard Rotenza
John Minnich

Students interested in soliciting subscriptions, sign up on Se­ nior Board by March 7.
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"Business is for the birds!"

Who says so?

Lots of people do. Some right on your campus. And for rationale, they point an accusing finger at business and say it lacks "social commitment."

Social commitment? We wish they could visit our Kearny, N. J. plant, where we make cable and apparatus for your Bell telephone company. But we have time for other thoughts, other talents.

Like the situation in nearby Newark. With civic and business leaders, we began buzzing with ideas. "Let's teach higher thinking. Let's teach higher understanding. Let's make cable and apparatus for your Bell telephone company!"

Some 70 trainees enrolled. Their incentive? Self-improvement. Results to date? New people at better jobs. Happier.

And this is only one of dozens of social-minded projects at Western Electric plants across the country, where our first job is making communications equipment for the Bell System.

So, you don't give up ideals when you graduate. If anything, at a company like Western Electric, you add to them. And it's not just a theory. It's practice. Satisfying. Come on and find out. And watch a feathered cliche fly out the window.

The Birds!

Lots of people do. Some right on your campus. They could qualify for jobs that are under-employed. Say, machine shop practice? Self-improvement. Results to date? New people at better jobs. Happier.

And it's not just a theory. It's practice. Satisfying. Come on and find out. And watch a feathered cliche fly out the window.

The Birds!

Lots of people do. Some right on your campus. They could qualify for jobs that are under-employed. Say, machine shop practice? Self-improvement. Results to date? New people at better jobs. Happier.

And it's not just a theory. It's practice. Satisfying. Come on and find out. And watch a feathered cliche fly out the window.
Mr. P. Interviewed

(Continued from Page 3)

become dysfunctional and stagnant, and thereby subject their participants to the same lack of creativity. I think that it is wrong to believe that the college or the Dominicans, or the faculty, or the students. I think that they are all here for achieving a purpose. My comment is that a serious re-examination of the goals of the college as a whole is long due. And this re-examination should involve all of the above groups.

Mr. P.: Is this a problem common to many colleges or is it particular to P.C.?

Mr. P.: Student-administration problems seem to be in vogue nowadays. I don't think that student bodies grow more mature by objecting to administration policies, nor do I feel that administrations have the right to suppress student upheavals in order to guarantee "natural maturation processes."

Cowl: Is the problem a serious one?

The problem with these students revolts, or their lack at P.C., is that they don't think. I disagree strongly with Fr. Lennon's conclusions on this subject. I don't believe that Catholic education is better because the P.C. students don't have beards, and they don't demonstrate as Berkeley and CCNY students do. What becomes unbearable to me, as a member of this generation is the fact that students elsewhere show too much empathy, and at P.C. too much apathy concerning intramural college life, while the basic questions of human existence, and the human predicament have been left to the elderly scholars.

Cowl: What do you think is the best answer to the problem?

Mr. P.: Where are the great novels, the great sacrifices, the great human frustrations, the profound human experiences that our generation should produce if it wishes to be remembered. It seems as though we are raising hell about beards, and moustaches, and ties, and administrations, and L.S.D., and booze, and pot, and sex. We make revolutions on everything and yet I am afraid that we can't see the fact that a revolution is not justified and shouldn't be judged on the basis of its bloodstream, and its fervor, and the number of participants or reactionaries, but rather on the meaning, and the profoundness of what to me is every revolution's sine qua non: its GOAL.

Cowl: Were you at the demonstration last Monday? Do you think demonstrations such as that have any significant effects on the students, the administration or anyone else?

Mr. P.: Yes, I participated in the demonstration. I think that there were some students there who knew what the whole thing was about; some who wondered what it was about; and some who just did it because many people did it. This is more or less typical of all mass demonstrations. I think that this demonstration was effective. At least it proved to some members of the administration that students here CAN DEMONSTRATE. It also proved, of course, that they can do it in a civilized manner, or an uncivilized manner. I feel that it will have an effect on the administration. But, don't think that Fr. Haas and the vice-presidents ARE NOT THE ADMINISTRATION in a complete sense.

Cowl: How would you evaluate the lines of student-administration communication here — actually and potentially?

Mr. P.: Ineffective. It seems that your chosen representatives are doing a lousy job in conveying the students' feelings to the administration. Then again, don't forget the famous line: "People deserve the Government they chose."

NOTICE

National Defense Loan Funds have become available for the second semester. Students interested may obtain Defense Loan applications from Mrs. Campbell in the Admissions Office. Application deadline is March 10, 1967.
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ED FORGARTY
Congress Rep. '69
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JIM REILLY
69 Social Chairman
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S.C. Rep. '69
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THE WALTER READE, JR./JOSEPH STRICK PRODUCTION

THE MOST IMPORTANT NOVEL OF THE 20TH CENTURY NOW COMES TO THE SCREEN WITH ALL ITS FRANK, BOLD, SEARING INSIGHT INTO THE HEART AND MIND OF MAN.

Admission will be denied to all under 16 years of age.

3 DAYS ONLY
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1017 BROAD ST.
PROVIDENCE, R.I.
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Mr. P.: Do you think the college provides adequate social opportunities for the students? If not, what improvement would you suggest?

Mr. P.: I feel that the CURFEW issue, and the APPEARANCE issue should be resolved to the students' favor. I find it terribly amusing to make bed-check on my floor in McGregor at 11:00 p.m. Or even worse to punish a student because he abridged a "rule" of the college. If a rule is stupid we should erase it, as soon as possible and not let it linger on because abridgement of rules shows "bad taste" and rebelliousness. Maybe if we did away with some stupid rules we would then be able to judge a student's inability to get involved in life and stop spending energy on the P.C. student manual. As for the rule, well, if P.C. rules were "golden rules" they would not be objected so much. But again, I can't really see any "goldenness" in an 11:00 p.m. curfew, unless the implication is that you'll save gas by saving the "midnight oil."

Cowl: Do you have any plans for the future?

Mr. P.: I am leaving the campus next September to put in my year of residence for the Ph.D. P.C. has the potential to be a great place to live and work in. My present perception of it is: "It's a place where some people work hard to make it great." If this keeps up, believe me, I will be back as soon as I finish my studies. I like progressive people and institutions.

HASKIN'S REXALL PHARMACY
895 SMITH STREET
Providence, R.I.

TWO REGISTERED PHARMACISTS ON DUTY
WE DELIVER
OPEN SUNDAYS


CLASS OF '69 VOTE

JIM MONTAGUE
CLASS PRESIDENT

Experience as Social Chairman
PC's Opinions?

(Continued from Page 1) accomplished last April (1966) by a circular he sent to every faculty member of the college, requesting each faculty member to suggest paper-back titles that would be of interest to both their students and to the general public. Mr. Sullivan stated that he did not receive any suggestions from this paper that his method of canvassing the faculty committee has not been formed and that "I order what the students want" and he feels that the student body has no way to inform the faculty of its preferences. He has no provision for suggestions by the faculty on ways to improve the student's living conditions, and that he has not been able to obtain a list of the books ordered. Although the advisory committee is subordinate to the faculty advisory committee, it is not under the administration by giving such advice on the selection of books. The feeling was expressed that an advisory committee could be established to help in any moves towards the improvement of the faculty and to run it as a non-profit basis. Mr. Sullivan is successfully carrying out the wishes of the administration by giving such advice on the selection of books. The feeling was expressed that an advisory committee could be established to help in any moves towards the improvement of the faculty and to run it as a non-profit basis. Mr. Sullivan is successfully carrying out the wishes of the administration by giving such advice on the selection of books. The feeling was expressed that an advisory committee could be established to help in any moves towards the improvement of the faculty and to run it as a non-profit basis.

Mr. Friedemann

Dr. Zygmunt Friedemann, chairman of the Political Science Department, took part in a conference on "The Arthurian Legend and the Middle Eastern correspondent for the New York Times."

The intercollegiate conference was sponsored by a student from Brown and Pembroke.
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The voting procedure for the Student Congress election will be similar to that for the Student Congress representative. A Student Union Committee of the Student Congress has been formed in order to aid in the planning of a student union. It's principle function, according to Joseph Brum and John Cullen, W.B., co-chairmen, is to provide the administration with information regarding what the students would want in such a facility.
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**Doody vs. Dunphy...**

(Continued from Page 1)

**Rev. R. A. Morris**

**Vice-Pres.**

The Rev. Robert A. Morris, O.P., has been named Vice President for Institutional Development at Providence College, it was announced today by the Very Rev. William P. Doody vs. Michael Dunphy at Providence College. A native of Jersey City, N. J., Dunphy has served as Student Council President for the past two years. Doody, also a native of Jersey City, has served as Student Congress President for the past three years.

Doody: I believe the purpose of the Student Congress is to communicate to the Administration the feelings of the student body. As President, I would work for greater communication to insure us that we are getting the greatest number of people for the job, I feel, is the right. As Student Congress President, I would work for action on the part of the Administration.

Dunphy: My three years' experience as a Congressman during which I served on numerous committees, means committee, social committee, bus committee, concert committee and speaker's committee. Because of these I realize the intricacies of the Congress' problems. I would do this by demanding that the Administration answer the questions made to the Administration in regard to proposals made by the Student Congress.

Doody: I believe the purpose of the Student Congress is to effectively represent the ideas and desires of the student body to the Administration. It should be the unifying force of all student groups and not a separate group that has its own agenda.

Dunphy: The purpose of the Student Congress is to effectively represent the ideas and desires of the student body to the Administration.

Doody: I would like to see the Administration answer the questions made to the Administration in regard to proposals made by the Student Congress.

Dunphy: The purpose of the Student Congress is to effectively represent the ideas and desires of the student body to the Administration.

Doody: I would like to see a more active and more student-oriented Congress serve the student body. I think the Student Congress has its place but it is not the beginning of the student body. I think there is a need for some of these activities. I think there is a need for the student body to have a more active role in the campus organizations.

Dunphy: I would like to see the Administration answer the questions made to the Administration in regard to proposals made by the Student Congress. I believe the purpose of the Student Congress is to effectively represent the ideas and desires of the student body to the Administration.
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Doody: I believe the purpose of the Student Congress is to effectively represent the ideas and desires of the student body to the Administration. I think the Administration should be more responsive to the student body. I believe the purpose of the Student Congress is to effectively represent the ideas and desires of the student body to the Administration.

Dunphy: I would like to see a more active and more student-oriented Congress serve the student body. I think the Student Congress has its place but it is not the beginning of the student body. I think there is a need for some of these activities. I think there is a need for the student body to have a more active role in the campus organizations.

Doody: I believe the purpose of the Student Congress is to effectively represent the ideas and desires of the student body to the Administration. I think the Administration should be more responsive to the student body. I believe the purpose of the Student Congress is to effectively represent the ideas and desires of the student body to the Administration. **Company K Reports**

Company K underwent a thoroughly active week culminating with a Regimental Tactical Inspection and a Reception Force Manuever on Saturday, February 25. The maneuver held at Arcadia State Reserve demonstrated the Company's ability as a fighting as well as a drilling unit. Under the leadership of Capt. John F. Carney F/R, the Company successfully assaulted the objective. Capt. Walsh USA Inf., an airborne ranger, gave a critique. Pershing Rifle Regimental Staff members, Lieutenants Walter and Colonel Silver reviewed their views. All felt that the maneuver was well-planned and efficiently executed.

On February 22, Company K held its annual M1 firing and field exercise at the Waspsung Gun Club in Lincoln. The activity in the morning began with a demonstration by Major Fitzpatrick, Company K's cadre advisor, on range safety and precautions. The objective of this activity was to introduce the new members to the proper use of the M1 Rifle and to provide a review for the old members. Company K has its own share of sharpshooters and also its share of members who have never better practice bayonet drill and hand-to-hand combat.

**Debate Tourney**

Rod Campbell, '69, and Mark Michael, '68, will represent the college's Lacordaire Debating Society as the Boston University Invitational Debate Tournament.

**CAMPAIGN SPEECHES**

Candidates for Student Congress office will deliver their speeches this morning at 10:15 in Harkins Hall Auditorium.
The Air Force doesn't want to waste your college education any more than you do.

Are you afraid of becoming part of the woodwork on a job? Your career stunted by boredom? Few promotions in sight? You didn't go to college for that.

The Air Force wants you. And so do we. As a college graduate you want a place in the forefront of modern science and technology.

Suppose, just for example, you wanted to be involved in Electronics. This area alone includes Communications-Electronics, Missile Electronics, Avionics, and others. And these, in turn, involve administrative, research, and other technical aspects.

That's just a tiny part of the whole Air Force picture. Just one brilliant opportunity area among many.

You'll enjoy good pay, promotions, chance to travel, active social life, fine retirement benefits. And you'll be serving your country, too. Or maybe you want to fly? That's great. The Air Force is certainly the place to do it.

As a college graduate you want something extra out of life—to aim at an exciting goal. So send in this coupon.

Make sure you don't get stuck where nothing much is happening.

---

The Cowl, March 1, 1967

Demonstration: Orderly, Effective

(Continued from Page 1) using a portable electric amplifier, presented the statements of purpose and philosophy.

Reverend Robert A. Morris, O.P., Vice-president for Development, addressed the students in his first meeting with them since his appointment and transfer from Catholic University just three weeks ago. As the new chairman of the Student-Administration Board, Fr. Morris recognized it as an important part of his duties to facilitate the communication for which the students had rallied. He also pledged to be "honest, fair and open."

Also in front of Alumni occurred one of two minor incidents that threatened the mature and rational tenor of the proceedings. A priest stationed himself on the roof of Alumni overlooking the students, but concealed from Fr. Morris and the committee members, and began to fashion a snow statue, allegedly of Kate Smith. This distraction momentarily disrupted the attention of the assembled students, but the speaker, Kevin Gillingham, maintained his poise and soon regained the full attention of the students.

From Alumni the entire group moved in a quiet and genial manner to Harkins Hall, where they were invited out of the cold by the Very Reverend William Paul Haas, O.P., President of the College. In the translocation, the ranks of students and faculty swelled from about six hundred to over eight hundred. Inside Harkins, McKeogh briefly restated the purpose of the demonstration for the benefit of Father Haas. Dionne then introduced Father Haas, who considered the demonstration "one of the clearest manifestations of public opinion in the same thing that I care about."

Reading a letter dated February 14 in which he had replied to Student Congress President Paul Gianelli regarding the 12-point program of the Congress, Father Haas said that the program was "worthy of decisive action." Speaking parenthetical to the letter, he said, "I am as sensitive to the hazards of being committed to death as you are."

Later in the course of his remarks, the president said, "There is no reason in the world why we should not proceed as rapidly as we can granted enough time to hear both sides of the argument," he said further that the demonstration was "a clear mandate from you that we should proceed without procrastination for what we all believe in."

In reference to the 12 points, Father Haas supposed that there are "five or six of them for which there will be conclusions in a week or so."

As for the students' part in progress, he said, "There is one thing you can do now— defend your own political life seriously."

In the matter of the style of Providence College, Father Haas said, "That's something that I didn't invent; it's something that belongs to the institution."

Returning to a question from the floor regarding the position of new chairman, Father Haas said, "mob opinion is necessarily correct."

Presumably this remark was directed to administrative and faculty personnel. Following up his statement on new chairman, Mr. Gianelli opened the exchange (between faculty, students and administration) the health of the institution. Father Haas proposed an open discussion. Mr. Gianelli said further activities will be announced later.

The College's second annual Freshman Parents' Weekend has been set for April 28 and 29.

Last year's initial event was highly successful with nearly 700 parents and their sons attending.

This year's format will closely follow that of last year, according to Robert Carmondy of the English department who is chairman of the weekend committee.

The highlight of the program will be curriculum orientations conducted by the various academic departments. Mr. Carmondy said further activities will be announced later.

Other committee members are Lauren Giannelli, of the language department, special advisor; the Rev. Edward B. Halton, O.P., Dean of Freshmen; the Rev. Walter J. Heath, O.P., Associate Dean of Men; the Rev. George M. Robillard, O.P., Moderator of the Class of 1979; Arthur J. Newlon, Director of Student Affairs; George O'Brien, Director of Public Information; Paul Gianelli, Student Congress president; Joseph Morrisssey, Class of 1967 president; David Ward, Student Congress vice-president; and Raymond Ladeuze, Cardinal Club president.

---

Catholic Center

The Diocese of Providence is sponsoring a Catholic Center in the South Providence area. The center aids grammar and high school students in their studies and related activities.

Joseph McMahon is soliciting the aid of Providence College students. Those interested should contact McMahon any week night after 6 p.m. at 541-1367.

---

United States Air Force

Box A, (5600),
 Randolph Air Force Base, Texas 78148

Name
College
Address
City
State
Zip

Air Force doesn't want to waste your college education any more than you do.

Are you afraid of becoming part of the woodwork on a job? Your career stunted by boredom? Few promotions in sight?

You didn't go to college for that.

The Air Force wants you. And so do we. As a college graduate you want a place in the forefront of modern science and technology.

Suppose, just for example, you wanted to be involved in Electronics. This area alone includes Communications-Electronics, Missile Electronics, Avionics, and others. And these, in turn, involve administrative, research, and other technical aspects.

That's just a tiny part of the whole Air Force picture. Just one brilliant opportunity area among many.
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PC Math Club
The Providence College Math Club, after a year of inactivity, is in the process of reorganization.

At an organizational meeting two weeks ago a committee was formed to promote interest in the club. Chaired by Brian Nolan, '69, the committee includes two members from each of the four classes: James Keegan and Paul Thomas, '67; George Pance and George Mead, '68; James Leabey and Dennis Smith, '69; and Robert McIntyre and Sam Sferrazza, '70.

There will be a membership meeting on Thursday, March 9, from 7 to 8 p.m., in Albertus Magnus Hall, room A-100. At this meeting a film, "An Elementary Film Exploring Mazes, Paths on a Chessboard, and the "New Math," will be shown. No admission will be charged.

WDOM Expands
WDOM will commence Sunday broadcasting beginning March 5, James Hamill, station manager, has announced.

This is the first time the station has ever broadcast on Sunday, he said. The programming will consist of "easy listening" music, news, and classical music.

Two new feature programs are scheduled for Sundays: "News Special" by John Kenny, director of WDOM news (including a commentary and editorialization of the week's news and an in-depth report); and "Chamber Hours" with Nick Ushkevich.

The entire schedule of programming will be: "Etchings," 2-4 p.m.; "Designs for Dining," 4-6:30; "Sunday News Special," 6:30-7; "Music of the Masters," 7-10; and "Chamber Hours," 10-12.

Student Congress Elections:
I Student Congress Officer election
A. Speeches: Weds., Mar. 1, 1:30 p.m.
B. Election: Thurs., March 2, 9 a.m. - 4 p.m.
II Class Elections:
A. Nominations close Mon., March 6.
B. Class of '68
1. Elections: Tues., March 7
C. Class of '69
1. Speeches: Wed., March 8
2. Elections: Thurs., March 9
D. Class of '70
1. Speeches: Wed., March 9
2. Elections: Thurs., March 10
III. All will be given in Harkins Hall Auditorium. Elections will be held from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. in Alumni Hall lounge.

Special Offer
(Good Until March 7th)
"DEATH OF A PRESIDENT"
by Wm. Manchester
publication date April 7th
reg. $6.99
SALES TAX 10c, POSTAGE 30c
Mail Orders Accepted
College Hill Book Store
252 Thayer St., Providence
Tel. 421-7688
Hours 9 A.M. to 10 P.M.

MEN! WANTED
BARRY COLLEGE
SCHOOL OF SOCIAL WORK
MIAMI SHORES, FLORIDA

DEAR RED BARON:

Don't be blue, Max! Tri-winging around in a new Dodge Coronet R/T—Road/Track. The hottest new performance car of the year. Standard equipment includes a 440-cubic-inch, 4-barrel Magnum V8, Front bucket seats. Air-scoop hood design. High-performance Red Streak nylon tires—and more! Join the Dodge Rebellion in a Coronet R/T—you can do it for peanuts. And as for your present car: Junker.

MAX, THE RED BARON

DEAR REB:

I'm a former World War I Air Ace, and when it comes to buying a new car, I can really fly off the handle. Frankly, the whole thing is a dogfight for me. I'm tired of piloting my present car and have got my sights set on a performance model that'll let me strut in style. But its price has got to be solo it won't shoot me down. I'm banking on you to help me find one, Reb.

MAX, THE RED BARON

DEAR REB:

THE DODGE REBELLION WANTS YOU
Frank Trudea displays the perfect form in thwarting another score.

Red Wings Upset Aces in Hockey Play

The Red Wings turned in clutch performances last week as they swept their straight against the top teams of the Intramural Hockey League. This clutch performance moved the Red Wings out of seventh place and served to prop them into the midst of the playoff scramble with a record four wins and three defeats.

The first Wing victory was over the league-leading Aces by a score of 5-2. Captain Ken McGowan, Greg Tanana, Paul Kalin, and Ron Pasquarelli all scored for the Wings in their big upset win, the first loss suffered by the Aces after defense limited his man to a few points. The fresh led by at the half, but Jay Conaway came off the bench to spark a second half spurt that could have turned the game into a rout if the Hawks had cut down on silly errors. The Crusaders had adequate rebounding despite their lack of size and an amazing long shooter in Bill Cox (31 points), but McNair (22), McGowan (16), and Viscido (15) were just a little bit better.

In their season's finale, the Red Wings drubbed the Reds for the third victory of the week and a spot in the playoffs. Again the Red Wings twined chips in with a pair of goals, while O'Sullivan and Tanana picked up the other two markers in the game. Joe O'Sullivan, the acrobatic netminder for the Hawks, turned in an outstanding performance under the constant Red Wings pressure and came up with a great number of saves, in particular of them being of the spectacular variety.

In the season's finale, the Red Wings drubbed the Reds for the third victory of the week and a spot in the playoffs. Again the Red Wings twined chips in with a pair of goals, while O'Sullivan and Tanana picked up the other two markers in the game. Joe O'Sullivan, the acrobatic netminder for the Hawks, turned in an outstanding performance under the constant Red Wings pressure and came up with a great number of saves, in particular of them being of the spectacular variety.

Taking their first five contests, Ken Kreciliano, Jack Callahan and Brian Kelly did the scoring with equal ease.

Next to fall before the fired-up Red Wings were the Black Hawks, losers by a 5-3 score, although the margin could have been greater. Joe O'Sullivan, Steve Cook and Tanana pumped in the goals for the winners.

Ken Sousa, the acrobatic netminder for the Hawks, turned in an outstanding performance under the constant Red Wings pressure and came up with a great number of saves, in particular of them being of the spectacular variety.

In the season's finale, the Red Wings drubbed the Reds for the third victory of the week and a spot in the playoffs. Again the Red Wings twined chips in with a pair of goals, while O'Sullivan and Tanana picked up the other two markers in the game. Joe O'Sullivan, the acrobatic netminder for the Hawks, turned in an outstanding performance under the constant Red Wings pressure and came up with a great number of saves, in particular of them being of the spectacular variety.

Can it be then that it is the college's fault? Are they trying as hard to recruit good players? The best hockey in the East used to be in this area and we have always sought to get players from here. This used to be the case, but now it is futile. The best local players go to BC, BU, Brown and other New England schools which have excellent facilities. No one in his right mind would want to come to PC and travel three miles to practices whenever he can get icetime.

We do have a slight in with some Canadian prospects, but it is difficult getting Canadians in here some times to marks. But at the moment this would seem to be the best remedy to build a staggering sport. A few good Canadian players would make up slightly for the local drain that has left us so high and dry.

But the last question is crucial: is hockey worth saving? Does it mean enough to the students? I say it is and I think that every fan of PC sports agrees. If we are going to compete, it should be as well as we can. If we are going to set a style, let it be a winning one. My team is almost guaranteed loser and the students will want to come to PC and travel three miles to practices whenever he can get icetime.

Can it be then that it is the college's fault? Are they trying as hard to recruit good players? The best hockey in the East used to be in this area and we have always sought to get players from here. This used to be the case, but now it is futile. The best local players go to BC, BU, Brown and other New England schools which have excellent facilities. No one in his right mind would want to come to PC and travel three miles to practices whenever he can get icetime.

We do have a slight in with some Canadian prospects, but it is difficult getting Canadians in here some times to marks. But at the moment this would seem to be the best remedy to build a staggering sport. A few good Canadian players would make up slightly for the local drain that has left us so high and dry.

But the last question is crucial: is hockey worth saving? Does it mean enough to the students? I say it is and I think that every fan of PC sports agrees. If we are going to compete, it should be as well as we can. If we are going to set a style, let it be a winning one. My team is almost guaranteed loser and the students will want to come to PC and travel three miles to practices whenever he can get icetime.
Walker’s Records Earn Him Second Player of Week Award

In less than eighty minutes last week, Jimmy Walker broke three records and scored 93 points. His outstanding performances on the basketball court have earned him the COWL Player of the Week Award for the second time.

Jimmy sparked the Friars to a long victory over the University of Rhode Island last Thursday night while breaking his first record, the Alumni Hall scoring record. The senior co-captain scored 46 points on a variety of shots as he bettered the 43 point mark set by John Thompson against Fairfield in 1964.

The next two nights, with the Worcester Memorial Auditorium on the “Walk” proved his performance against URI. He was not aided by a home court advantage as he scored two points in leading the Friars to season victory No. 16, over Holy Cross. This time Jimmy hit on 15 of 22 shots from the field and 17 of 21 from the charity line. His total of 47 was the highest ever scored against the Crusaders and it also enabled him to surpass John Thompson's single season scoring record of 683. Jimmy will end his tremendous career for P.C. at Madison Square Garden, a place which has been good to him, as he leads the Friars to the N.I.T. for another win. New York City will have another Jimmy Walker to talk about. It seems certain that Beau James will again be the Toast of the Town.

Walker Drives and Scores...

Andy Clary—New Starter

(Continued on Page 11)

Lamoriello Grooms PC Frosh For Future

Hockey fans! The future appears to be brighter than has been predicted. Judging by the performance of the freshman hockey team to date, the hockey fortunes should return to their highly respected status after the last few “off” seasons. This season the yearling pucksters have stormed to a record of nine wins, six defeats, and three ties, with one game against Boston College left to play.

Coach Lou Lamoriello, a former Providence College hockey star, has handled his charges in fine fashion. He has emphasized conditioning all season long, a factor which has contributed greatly to the team's highly aggressive style of play. The players have that never-say-die attitude which has produced the nine wins and three ties so far. Coach Lamoriello has prepared his team for each game through a devoted scouting program which gives his players an insight into the opposition's ability and their offensive and defensive execution.

Over the last five games, the Little Friars suffered their worst loss of the season, a 4-1 defeat at the hands of Boston College Eagles. They rebounded with an 8-0 victory over Boston State Pilgrim before suffering a heart-breaking, 5-1, loss to the Brown University Bears in an overtime thriller. In that contest John Sanford, the P.C. goalie, turned in a standout net minding performance before being beaten by the extra period goal.

The last two efforts by the Friars have both ended in 4-4 ties. The first, against Boston University, was a near win. Trailering 2-1 going into the third stanza, the pucksters rallied for a 4-2 lead. At this point the Terriers took charge and tied up the score, the knotting tally hitting the net with only 20 seconds left to play. Skip Sampson scored one of the goals for P.C.

Against New Prep last Monday, the Friars found themselves deadlocked once more. Sanford, the standout net minder, made 28 saves, with some of them on the difficult side. John Boislard and Sampson had markers for the Frosh.

The future does look brighter for Providence College hockey. Knowledgeable people feel that Sanford will combine nicely with Frank Trudeau to give P.C. depth at goal. The Little Friars have had an excellent season, and look as bright prospects for next year.

Friars Come Back Against HC, URI, Brown Last Test Before NIT Starts

For Providence College the past four games have provided moments of satisfaction and disappointment. The Friars lost a heart-breaking game, and an NCAA bid to B.C. and a touch struggle to Villanova, 55-52, before bouncing back against URI 97-73, and Holy Cross, 87-75. For Jim Walker the past few games have been as the Frosh has seen the squad slow down to a waltz, and Jimmy turned to guard with the scores beginning to fall.

The Providence Friars have both ended in 4-4 ties, with one game against Boston College left to play.

Long Season Wears Down PC Frost Basketball Squad

The frosh hoopsster struggled through the last week and a half, losing two out of three and showing signs of overall fatigue. The Friars, (16-3) were son scored 26 points and kept constant pressure on the Walk. Despite Walker's tremendous effort, the 'Cats were not much of a factor.

Meanwhile the Wik kept popping and had the Crusader followers at a loss for words. At Storrs and Ralph Willard tried guarding him but both either gave up a field goal or fouled him.

The game was a rough one with many personal fouls and two Crusader technicals being called. The Frosh, 64’ Keith Hochstein, was particularly brilliant. Hochstein, saddled with four personal fouls at the start of the second half, scored 31 points in standing and finished with 36 for the game. The fact that the Friars could not handle the inside moves of two extremely rugged players, Hochstein and Stephens, was a definite weakness in the combination defense.

The game was of great significance to Tony Koski, who was playing before his home town folks. Koski scored nine points before fouling out, but his rebounding work against 6'9" Ron Tresider and Hochstein was very effective. Tony was tops in this department with 11.

For another week New York Square Garden, a place which previously had marked for the Frosh, again be the Toast of the Town.

“What are you doing to me?” Joe Mullinsey closes another season as chief attraction at PC games.
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